
 

10 LEAD MAGNET IDEAS TO HELP YOU GET MORE LEADS 
 
As businesses we all want more leads and the most effective way to do this again and again is 
with a lead magnet.  
 
A lead magnet (a.k.a. “opt-in bribe”) is an incentive that marketers offer to potential buyers 
in exchange for their email address, or other contact information.  
 
How do you start to research and develop ideas to create a Lead Magnet that will grow your 
email list and that in turn creates more sales? 
 
 
1.  Start with some content research  
Look at  Buzzsumo , you can research content that’s getting traction, see what’s working and 
develop a lead magnet from that.  
 
 
2.  Go to your Blog for inspiration  
Develop an extension of your Blog as a lead magnet. 
 
If you have written a blog about some fantastic top 10 tips that's had loads of views… simply 
offer 5 more if they sign up for them; of course this means the blog content has to be good 
to start! 
 
 
3. What service do you deliver now and how can you offer a piece of 
your service as a lead magnet? 
If you offer a service, or are seen as an expert in your field, you could create a lead magnet 
that offers your visitors the opportunity to receive a free expert review. For example you are 
a LinkedIn specialist, offer an audit of their LinkedIn profile to help them generate more 
business, with a report.  
 
 
 
 

http://buzzsumo.com/
https://makedigitalwork.com/


 

4. Think about a Quiz you could offer for 
your audience, what do they want to 
know about themselves? 
Develop a really good or fun quiz and in order to get 
the answers they need to subscribe,. It's a great way 
to get some valuable information and a lead.  
 
 
 
5. Develop a mini course around  a popular service you deliver 
Think about your services, I bet there are the same questions asked again and again, and a 
valuable education piece you deliver before you start with a new client. Turn that into a mini 
course and offer it as a lead magnet.  
 
 
6.  Can you create a checklist that your potential clients will find useful?  
A checklist is used to simplify a blogpost or article into bite sized manageable steps to help 
users get started. Checklists are a great way of condensing broad topics into something 
actionable, take a complex how to blog - take out the top points and create a checklist from 
that.  
 
 
7.  Think of ways you can give new 
customers a coupon with money off  
Develop a simple coupon that gives them money off a 
service or product as first time customers as a lead 
magnet - offers value and gives them a reason to call 
you.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://makedigitalwork.com/


 

8. Do you run events? 
Can you create a recording of a popular and well attended talk from your event and offer 
that as a lead magnet. 
 
 
9.  Develop a report  
A tried and tested lead magnet is a report, this  can be used to provide information on 
research, up to date statistics, or best practise in your field. These reports vary in length and 
comprehensiveness, from “3 things you can do right now to get rid of clutter” or a longer 
idea could be a 35 point home inspection checklist.  
 
 
10.  A Resource list 
This is super easy and very useful, do you have a list of your top tools that you use and know 
your clients would really value?  
 
Lead magnets are the most effective way to build a list, but they need to be useful and 
ideally you should have a few lead magnets for your various personas. For instance if you are 
a person that helps people to lose weight, what a new mum wants is different to a middle 
aged man trying to get rid of a beer belly; both want to lose weight, it could just mean using 
similar information but packaged differently. 
 
 
 
 

We have a free webinar showing you how we developed a brand new 
business and developed a list from 0 to 3959 in just 3 months.  

 
 

 

https://makedigitalwork.clickfunnels.com/free-webinar-list-building-case-study
https://makedigitalwork.com/

